A Devasting Appeal From Hope Ministries
Most Important Appeal To Trustees of Starfish Christian Trust….
Save These Innocent Children From Bonded Labour And Heavy Slavery..

Dear Beloved Trustees,
Greetings in Jesus precious name.
I humbly beg all the trustees to have a compassionate heart now to release
these innocent children as I can say this rescue would be the most adventurous
one in this critical lock down and two floodings and cyclones....
I know that the world including your country is facing lot of challenges in this
COVID-19, but we have identified this 5 innocent children (two are already
suffering with COVID-19, but still the owner did not show them in hospital.}
Sometimes the symptoms of COVID-19 do not show much impact but very soon
it affects the lungs and then this disease comes deadly.
The children are being tortured and they are changed as not only slaves but
now our team identified them in locked rooms and they are surrounded by
much water and the electric poles are damaged. If the current passes in this
room they will die. Seeing this situation the local pastor identified the mob
holding them and we asked them time to release these children. I have already
raised 40,000 rupees ($600), and asked the Starfish about this. We are praying
that Lord will definitely hear these children's cry. I have been asked about the
round numbers of rupees but we deal with this mob and they ask high rates.
We have fixed the deal to 50% of the cost and to deal with them in a convincing
way we make the deal to a rounded rupee. We are always excellent stewards
of Lord's money. When I go to release them brother Stan always says me to try
to further reduce the cost. I still use the wisdom to say we have only got to 'so
much money and can they release them' but they know that the children's lives
are important to us and not to them and they will always find another batch of
children as the parents c a n always b e f o u n d t o sell again thinking it is for
their survival.
As we are focus on releasing this children we also ask a little medical support as
there is always need with children in poor conditions of care. We have a doctor
who always gives us his package free and only charges for medicines and for
the laboratory tests etc. Whatever are paid by the doctor. We have now the
provision of schools kits and uniforms by the Government so we need to give
them this packages once they move to the homes. But we always save the

children to win them for Christ. And we see these children are grown in
Christian background and one of our local pastors goes to these homes
regularly as we always get permission to do these things.
These children are now also made forcibly to steal things from homes as the
homes are flooded and the families are moved to rehabilitation centers. The
mobs are trying to beat them and bring the things which the people cannot
take to rehabilitation, and they are brutally tortured and we ask the Starfish
Trustees to have a compassionate heart as you always have the heart to
release the funds. We ask that this rescue should be done very quickly. I humbly
beg you all trustees and partners to have a great heart in rescuing them from
bonded labour, slavery, torturing and beating and if we do not rescue them I
am thinking they might kill them in these instances.
We truly thank you for all your support and all the rescues we done this year
and saving one life at a time.
We thank you for your continuous efforts in reaching the partners with updates
and sending us funds whenever you are able... to save the children to win them
for Christ.
We look forward to hear from you a good news.
Your Loving Brother
Joshua

